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WALK BEHIND MOWERS

WALK BEHIND MOWERS FEATURES

ProLine™

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE TOUGHNESS

Power through demanding conditions with Toro® ProLine™ heavyduty mowers, featuring commercial-grade engines, steel wheels
and up to 6 mm thick cast aluminum decks. Designed to deliver a
clean, crisp cut, they’re ideal for trimming and mowing small spaces
riding mowers can’t reach.
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TurfMaster™

COVER MORE GROUND IN LESS TIME

Mow up to 40% faster with the Toro TurfMaster™. The wide
76 cm deck lets you cut more grass with each pass compared
to a 53 cm mower. The DualForce™ twin-blade cutting system
also delivers an excellent quality of cut whether recycling,
collecting or side-discharging.

Trimming in smaller spaces or around trees and
obstacles takes time, especially in rough conditions.
Toro’s walk-behind mowers give you the heavy-duty,
professional-grade performance to do the job quickly
and efficiently.

WALK BEHIND MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
Model

ProLine

ProLine

TurfMaster™

22291

22280

22205TE

Engine
Fuel
Width of Cut
Blade Brake Clutch

Kawasaki, 179cc, 4-cycle FJ180V KAI
Petrol / 1.8 Ltr

Petrol / 3.8 Ltr

53 cm

53 cm

-

Capability
Traction Drive

Petrol / 3.8 Ltr
76 cm
Standard
Recycler / Collection /
Side Discharge

Recycler & Collection
Fixed Speed

3-Speed

Fixed Speed

Mid-Size Hydro

Mid-Size Gear

Mid-Size Hydro

GrandStand®

GrandStand

Model

31914

30070

30071

74534TE

74536TE

74504TE

Engine

Kawasaki, 603cc, 4-cycle,
OHV V-Twin, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 603cc
4-cycle,OHV V-Twin
Air-Cooled, FS481V

Kawasaki®, 603cc
4-cycle, OHV V-Twin
Air-Cooled, FS481V

Kawasaki®, 603cc
4-cycle, OHV V-Twin
Air-Cooled, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 603cc
4-cycle, OHV V-Twin
Air-Cooled, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 726cc
4-cycle, OHV V-Twin
Air-Cooled, FX-691

Fuel / Capacity

GrandStand

Petrol / 19 Ltr

Petrol / 18 Ltr

Petrol / 18 Ltr

Petrol / 29.5 Ltr

Petrol / 29.5 Ltr

Petrol / 40.0 Ltr

82 cm, 91 cm,122 cm

91 cm

91 cm

91 cm

102 cm

122 cm

Fwd: 0 - 10 km/h
Rev: 3.5 km/h

Fwd: 0 - 7.5 km/h
Rev: 3.7 km/h

Fwd: 0 - 8 km/h
Rev: 3.2 km/h

0 -10 km/h

0 -8 km/h

0 -16 km/h

Traction Drive

Twin Hydro-gear

5-speed, with
reverse

Twin Hydro-gear

Individual pumps
and wheel motors

Individual pumps
and wheel motors

Individual pumps
and wheel motors

Deck Options

Rear Discharge
82 cm / 91 cm / 122 cm
Flail Attachment

91 cm - Recycling Kit

91 cm - Recycling Kit

91 cm - Recycling Kit

102 cm - Recycling Kit

102 cm - Recycling Kit

Width of Cut
Mowing Speed

BUILT FOR POWER, BUILT TO LAST

Easy operation and rugged durability add up to productivity with
Toro® Mid-Size Hydro and Gear models. Exclusive T-Bar controls
are simple to learn and reduce operator fatigue. Recycler® mulching
kits also provide an unmatched quality of cut while reducing
mowing time.

WALK BEHIND MOWERS

BIG PERFORMANCE
FOR SMALLER JOBS

ALL-DAY COMFORT AND PRODUCTIVITY

The Toro GrandStand® stand-on mower combines the speed and
comfort of a zero-turn rider with the on-and-off ease of a wide-area
walk-behind. It’s fast, manoeuvrable and compact enough to fit through
gates and tight spaces. Cushioned suspension keeps operators fresh,
and the after-cut appearance is among the best in the industry.
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SPECIALTY MOWERS

OPTIONAL HOVERPRO® ACCESSORIES

HI-RISE KIT
Simply bolt to
existing deck to
increase height
of cut by 35 mm
(02600 / 02602
only)

TRANSPORT
WHEELS
Makes machine
easier to
manoeuvre to and
from cutting areas.
(excludes 02615)

EXTENSION
HANDLES
Makes working on
slopes or hard to
reach areas even
easier.
(excludes 02615)

SPECIALTY MOWERS FEATURES
BBC

PRO

BBC

PRO

BBC

PRO

CUTTING SYSTEMS
45

45

45

NYLON WIRE

(HoverPro 400 & 450)

HoverPro® 400

HoverPro 450

HoverPro 500

HoverPro 550

STEEL CUTTING
BLADE

(HoverPro 500 & 550)
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HANDLE SLOPES UP TO 45
DEGREES
Toro® HoverPro® Series
mowers are ideal for areas
where wheeled mowers leave
a poor finish or are simply
unable to perform. They’re
well suited for slopes (models
450 and up), as well as areas
around flowerbeds and near
water. A light footprint also
makes them easy to operate.

Need a tailored solution for the
perfect finishing touch? Toro® has
you covered. Whether you need
to mow steep slopes or create a
formal striped finish, these products
help you do the job efficiently with
specialised capabilities.

ACHIEVE THE PERFECT STRIPED FINISH

The versatile ProStripe® 560 mower features an integrated
rear roller to create the perfect striped finish around
pavilions, clubhouses and formal lawn areas. With an
easy-to-adjust height of cut from as low as 13mm to 60 mm
and superb cutting and collection capabilities, it’s made for
fine-turf applications.

SPECIALT Y MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
HoverPro® 400

HoverPro 450

HoverPro 500

HoverPro 550

Model

02615

02612

02604

02606

Cutting Width

40 cm

46 cm

51 cm

53 cm

Honda® GXV57

Honda® GCV160

Honda® GCV160

Honda® GCV160

57cc

160cc

160cc

160cc

Cutter System

Nylon - Line

Nylon - Line

Metal Bar Blade

Metal Bar Blade

Height of Cut

18-30 mm

18-30 mm

16-34 mm

16-3 4mm

Engine
Capacity

SPECIALTY MOWERS

PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS
ANYWHERE

ProStripe® 560
Model

02656

Engine

Commercial grade Briggs & Stratton® 850
Series petrol with Readystart™

Bag Capacity

70 Ltr

Width of Cut

56 cm

Height of Cut

13 – 60 mm

Mowing Speed

4.4 km/h

TORO INNOVATION KEY

The unique split rear-roller with integrated differential
PRO
enables tight turns with minimal risk of turfBBC
damage.
Stripe Finish		Operating up to Max 45°
BBC 45 PRO

45

BBC

45

PRO
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ZERO TURN MOWERS

ZERO TURN MOWERS FEATURES
Z MASTER® SERIES ADVANTAGES

• Exceptional operator comfort with thickly cushioned seats
• Quick, easy deck height changes with standard lift assist pedal
• Rugged durability with high-strength steel decks and tough spindle
assemblies

TACKLE TOUGH JOBS, ON OR OFF THE MOWER

Titan® HD 1500 Series zero-turn mowers let operators attach tools
and accessories directly to the mower with exclusive tool-mounting
brackets, saving time and improving efficiency. These mowers offer
commercial-grade durability, along with easy-to-use controls and a
standard suspension seat for maximum productivity.

MYRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The MyRIDE Suspension System features a suspended operator
platform and adjustable rear shocks to isolate bumps and vibrations
so you don't feel the rough terrain. It's the Toro toughness you
expect with a ride you won't believe.
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Titan® HD 1500 Series
with MyRIDE®

Get the performance you need to
handle your toughest mowing tasks
with the most advanced Toro® zeroturn mowers. The Z Master® range
combines professional-grade durability
with exceptional power and unmatched
comfort to keep your crews productive
all day long. For added versatility, the
Titan® HD 1500 Series also offers
innovative tool-carrying capabilities.

TURBO FORCE® CUTTING TECHNOLOGY

• Resists impact damage with fully welded, high-strength
fabricated deck shell
• Protects against frontal impacts with rugged bull-nose front
bumper
• Delivers a flatter, crisper cut with high-strength cutting blades
• Survives impacts with the industry’s toughest spindle
assemblies
• Lets you customise the cut to the mowing conditions with the
patented adjustable discharge baffle (select models)

ZERO TURN MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS

Titan® HD
1500 Series
MyRIDE®

Titan HD
1500 Series
MyRIDE

Z Master®
Professional
6000 Series

Z Master
Professional
6000 Series
MyRIDE

Z Master
Professional
6000 Series

Z Master
Professional
6000 Series

Model

74465TE

74466TE

74902TE

74919TE

74969TE

74925TE

Engine

Toro® 708cc

Toro® 708cc

Kawasaki® FX651V (726cc)

Kawasaki® FX691V (726cc)

Kawasaki® FX691V (726cc)

Kawasaki® FX801V (852cc)

26.5 L

26.5 L

Petrol / 45 L

Petrol / 45 L

Petrol / 45 L

Petrol / 45 L

Fuel Capacity
Width of Cut

122 cm

132 cm

122 cm

132 cm

132 cm

152 cm

Cutting Deck

TURBO FORCE®
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE®
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE
Side Discharge

0-13 km/h

0-13 km/h

0 -16 km/h

0-16 km/h

0-16 km/h

0 -18.5 km/h

Mowing Speed

Z Master
Professional
6000 Series

Z Master
Professional
7000 Series

Z Master
Professional
7000 Series

Z Master
Professional
7000 Series

Z Master
Professional
8000 Series

Model

74942TE

74279TE

74264TE

74265TE

74311TE

Engine

Kawasaki® FX801V (852cc)

Kubota® 16.6 kW (23 hp)

Kubota® 16.6 kW (23 hp)

Kubota® 16.6 kW (23 hp)

Kohler 15.2 kW (20.5 hp)

Fuel Capacity

Petrol / 45 L

Diesel / 45 L

Diesel / 45 L

Diesel / 45 L

Petrol / 28 L

Width of Cut

152 cm

132 cm

132 cm

152 cm

122 cm

Cutting Deck

TURBO FORCE Rear Discharge

Rear Discharge

TURBO FORCE Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE Side Discharge

Commercial Rear Discharge

0 -18.5 km/h

0 -18 km/h

0 -18 km/h

0 -18 km/h

0 - 8 km/h

Mowing Speed

Z Master® Professional
6000 Series

Professional 6000 Series models are
enhanced with additional features for
smooth and powerful performance,
including a robust deck hanging system for
a clean cut on hillsides.

Z Master Professional
7000 Series

Professional 7000 Series mowers deliver
extra torque for extreme conditions. Diesel
engines and ultra-durable construction
make this the choice for your toughest
jobs.

ZERO TURN MOWERS

TAKE ON
TOUGH
CONDITIONS

Z Master Professional
8000 Series

Professional 8000 Series mowers save
time with a high-capacity collection system
and ground speeds up to 8 km/h. The reardischarge deck lets you trim on either side
while keeping flowerbeds and walkways
clipping-free. (ROPS standard*)
*ROPS is standard on 74311TE starting model year 2018.
Rops kit (117-8459) available for previous model years.
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ROTARY MOWERS

ROTARY MOWERS FEATURES
A GROUNDS MAINTENANCE WORKHORSE

Groundsmaster® 3280-D

COMPACT ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE

10

Manoeuvrability, power and performance are yours with
the Groundsmaster 3280-D compact rotary trim mower. A
bi-directional overrunning clutch senses traction needs, and
optional on-demand 4-wheel drive gives you added control.
Choose from a range of all-season attachments for yearround use.

Groundsmaster 7200/7210

Trimming around trees and other obstacles is
simple with the tight wheelbase and zero-turn
steering of Groundsmaster 7200/7210 rotary
mowers. Powerful diesel engines, heavy-duty
7-gauge welded decks and the industry’s
toughest spindle assemblies deliver reliable
performance and long life. Rear discharge,
side discharge and Guardian® Recycler® decks
available.

GROUNDSMASTER® 7200/7210 POLAR TRAC™ SYSTEM

• Converts the mower to a powerful snow removal machine in less than four
hours
• Ready for winter conditions with a heated hard cab, rubber track system
and quick-connect attachments

When mowing season ends, the work
continues for Groundsmaster® mowers.
A simple change of accessories lets you
do everything from grooming to removing
snow and blowing leaves. Built for tough
performance, these workhorses help you
do more with one machine to make the
most of your investment.

HIGH-LIFT GRASS COLLECTION SYSTEM

Available on the ProLine H800 and for Groundsmaster
360 Quad-Steer™ 4WD models, this system makes grass
collection simple by allowing operators to empty full hopper
loads of up to 810 liters (ProLine H800) or 1000 liters
(Groundsmaster 360) straight into the back of a work vehicle
at the touch of a button.

DECK OPTIONS

The Groundsmaster 360 and 7200 are available with the
Guardian® Recycler® deck featuring a patented vertical
discharge system that forces clippings to be cut and re-cut
again, eliminating collection and disposal. A rear discharge
deck and a side discharge deck are also available.

ROTARY MOWERS

YEAR-ROUND
VERSATILITY

ROTARY MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
Groundsmaster®
7200/7210

Groundsmaster 328O-D

Groundsmaster 3400

Groundsmaster 360

ProLine H800
31050

Model

30495TC / 30487TC

30344 / 30345

30651

2WD / 4WD / 4WD+CAB 31230 /
31223 / 31236

Engine

Kubota® 18.5 kW (24.5 hp) /
24.5 kW (33 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW (24.8 hp)

Kubota V1505 25.5 kW (35.5 hp)

Kubota V1505 26.5 kW (35.5 hp)

Yanmar® 17.5 kW (23.8 hp)

Fuel Capacity

Diesel / 51.1 Ltr

Diesel / 51.1 Ltr

Diesel / 51.1 Ltr

Diesel / 51.1 Ltr

Diesel / 41 Ltr

Width of Cut

152 cm / 157 cm /
183 cm / 254 cm

152 cm / 157 cm / 183 cm

157 cm / 183 cm

152cm/157cm/183cm/254cm

126 cm

Mowing Rate

2.2 - 2.6 hectares/hr**

22.2 - 2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr*

2.2 - 2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr*

2.2 - 2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr**

1.4 hectares/hr

Traction Drive

2WD

2WD/4WD

4WD

2WD/4WD

4WD

Ground Speed

0-20 km/h

0-20 km/h

0-20 km/h

0-22.5 km/h

0-15 km/h

*Assuming 8 km/h mowing rate. Actual mowing rates may vary depending on operator and conditions.
**Assuming 14 km/h mowing rate. Actual mowing rates may vary depending on operator and conditions.

TRUE 4-WHEEL STEERING

Groundsmaster® 360

Take your productivity to a new
level with the Groundsmaster
360. Quad-Steer all-wheel
steering lets you climb hills
without slipping, make 180°
turns without tearing turf, and
hug the turns or side hills while
mowing in total comfort. An allseason safety cab and many
accessories are also available
to adapt the mower for yearround use.

SUPERIOR TRACTION AND
CONTROL

Groundsmaster 3400

The Groundsmaster 3400 features
a fully hydrostatic 4-wheel drive
on-demand transmission system
that delivers superb traction.
Large-diameter tyres and high
ground clearance let you climb
kerbs with ease. Plus, an optional
all-weather ROPS cab is available
with a noise-reduction package,
heater and cab-tilt system as
standard. (Optional air conditioning
is available.)
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ROTARY MOWERS

ROTARY MOWERS FEATURES
GROUNDSMASTER® WIDE-AREA MOWER
ADVANTAGES

• Lets you manoeuvre around small obstacles with
excellent trimming capability
• Enables you to mow with confidence on hills and wet
grass with patented parallel hydraulic traction system
and full-time 4-wheel drive
• Saves time and reduces the possibility of overheating
with the Smart Cool® auto-reversing fan, which blows
chaff and debris off the intake screen
• Powers through tough conditions with high-torque,
turbo-charged diesel engines
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Groundsmaster® wide-area mowers
help you do more with less, covering
larger areas with longer grass that’s cut
less frequently. But don’t let the rugged
appearance fool you. These mowers are
surprisingly nimble and offer the ability
to mow a zero uncut circle for maximum
productivity. With cutting widths up to
488cm, you can mow a hectare of grass in
less than 8 minutes.

PRODUCTIVITY FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS

The Smart Power® feature automatically adjusts the traction
unit ground speed to provide more power to the blades when
needed for optimal cutting in any conditions. This feature
improves fuel efficiency and enhances productivity for both
inexperienced operators and seasoned professionals.

GROUNDSMASTER® 4010-D, 4110-D & 5910 CABS

These models keep operators comfortable and productive
with a safety cab featuring a low-profile roof, rollover
protection and full climate control. A pressurized air filtration
system keeps dust and debris away.

ROTARY MOWERS

LARGE-SCALE
PRODUCTIVITY

ROTARY MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
Groundsmaster® 4000-D/4010-D

Groundsmaster 4100-D/4110-D

Model

30605/30609/30635/30636

30608/30644

Engine

30605 & 30635: Yanmar® 4TNV84T
30609 & 30636: Yanmar 4TNV86CT

30608 & 30644: Yanmar 4TNV86CT

30605 & 30635 :Diesel;
30609 & 30636: Ultra-low Sulfur Diesel (<15 ppm)

30608 & 30644: Diesel;

Diesel

Fuel

Groundsmaster 5900-D/5910-D
31698 / 31699
Yanmar 53.7kw
(72 hp)

Cummins® 73.8 kW
(99 hp)

Width of Cut

346 cm

323 cm

145 cm - 488 cm

Mowing Rate

4.3 hectares/hr**

4.0 hectares/hr*

8.4 hectares/hr**

Traction Drive

4WD

4WD

4WD

Groundsmaster® 4100-D

Groundsmaster 4100-D/4110-D mowers
feature an all-out-front mower deck for
superior operator visibility.

Groundsmaster 4000-D

Groundsmaster 4000-D/4010-D mowers
have independent centre and offset wing
decks that follow the ground for efficient
mowing in undulating terrain.

Groundsmaster 5900-D/5910-D

Groundsmaster 5900/5910 have three
independent rear discharge cutting
units that quickly raise and lower on
the fly. These models also have an on
board InfoCenter™ with advisories and
diagnostics for maximum uptime.
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ROTARY MOWERS

ROTARY MOWERS FEATURES

Groundsmaster® 3500-D Sidewinder

PRECISION TRIMMING

The Groundsmaster 3500-D features the patented Sidewinder®
cutting system, which slides the cutting units up to 30.5cm right or
left from centre to trim hard-to-reach areas. The tyre tracks can
also be shifted within the mowing path to reduce wear on the turf.
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Groundsmaster 3500-D

FAST, HIGH-QUALITY STRIPING

The Groundsmaster 3505-D features three independent decks
that cut as low as 1.9cm, offering a productive 183cm total width
of cut. Full deck rollers deliver a precision cut and a high-quality
striping effect on sports fields.

Keep sports fields and
grounds in top condition with
Groundsmaster® contour mowers.
Their free-floating Contour™
Plus cutting units deliver a
superior cut on undulating terrain
without scalping — all with the
maintenance ease of a rotary
mower.

BBC

ROTARY MOWERS

LOWER COSTS
AND RAISE
PRODUCTIVITY
PRO

45

REDUCE DOWNTIME WITH SMART COOL®

The Smart Cool system prevents overheating
by briefly reversing the cooling fan to blast chaff
and debris from the air intake screens. There’s no
need for the operator to stop and exit the machine to
clear off debris. (Groundsmaster 4500-D/4700-D)

ROTARY MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Engine
Fuel

Groundsmaster® 3500-D

Groundsmaster 3505-D

Groundsmaster 4300

Groundsmaster 4500-D

30839

30849

30853

30873 / 30881

30874/ 30882

Kubota 26.1 kW (35 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW (24.8 hp)

Kubota V1505-T-E3B
32.8 kW (44 hp)

30881: Yanmar® 4TNV86CT
30873: Yanmar 4TNV84T

30882: Yanmar 4TNV86CT
30874: Yanmar 4TNV84T

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

BBC
30873: Diesel;
30881:Ultra-low Sulfur
Diesel(<15 ppm)

PRO

Groundsmaster 4700-D

30874: Diesel;
30882: Ultra-low Sulfur
Diesel(<15 ppm)

Width of Cut

173cm

183cm

229cm

277cm

381cm

Mowing Rate

1.7 hectares/hr

1.7 hectares/hr

2.2 hectares/hr

3.1 hectares/hr

4.3 hectares/hr

Traction Drive

3WD

2WD

4WD

4WD

4WD

Groundsmaster® 4300

SUPERIOR HILL-CLIMBING

The Groundsmaster 4300-D features the CrossTrax® all-wheel
drive system, which automatically transfers power from the front
tyres to the opposite rear tyres to maximise traction on hills and
wet terrain. Five cutting units closely follow contours for an even
cut.

45

Groundsmaster 4500-D/4700-D

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

Groundsmaster 4500-D/4700-D models feature a unique parallel
hydraulic traction system that assures full-time, bi-directional
4-wheel drive for easier trimming and dependable traction. The
Smart Power® feature also delivers optimal power to the blades,
and the mini InfoCenter™ provides reminders and alerts.
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REEL MOWERS

REEL MOWERS FEATURES

Reelmaster® 3100-D Sidewinder

TRIM IN HARD-TO-REACH AREAS

The Reelmaster 3100-D features Toro’s exclusive Sidewinder®
system that allows operators to shift all three reels left or right
on the fly to reach turf that other mowers cannot.
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Reelmaster® 3550-D

FLOAT OVER UNDULATING TERRAIN

The Reelmaster 3550-D floats effortlessly over contours and
is one of the lightest reel mowers of its kind on the market. It
also features turf-friendly tyres and the superior traction of a
Series/Parallel 3-wheel-drive system.

REEL MOWERS

THE KEY
TO FINE TURF
For high-end premier sports fields,
consistent quality of cut is essential.
Toro® Reelmaster® mowers feature
Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA)
cutting units that are designed to
hold adjustments longer, providing
a manicured fine-turf appearance
with less maintenance.

MAINTAIN YOUR CUTTING EDGE

Toro EdgeSeries™ reels feature new reel
geometry and blade material for enhanced edge
retention and a more accurate cut — with fewer
adjustments and less grinding required.

REDUCE MAINTENANCE TIME AND COSTS

Toro’s EdgeMax™ bedknives are designed with a toolsteel insert for maximum edge retention and wear life
that’s up to three times longer than standard bedknives.

REEL MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
Reelmaster® 3100

Reelmaster 3550-D

Reelmaster 3555-D/3575-D

Model

03170/03171

03910

03820/03821

03781

Engine

Kubota 16.0 kW (21.5 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW (24.8 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW (24.8 hp)

Yanmar 41 kW (55 hp)

Fuel

Reelmaster 7000-D

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Width of Cut

183 cm / 216 cm

208 cm

254 cm

307 cm

Height of Cut

6 mm - 63.5 mm

6.4 mm - 25.4 mm

13 mm - 25 mm (3555-D) /
6 mm - 19 mm (3575-D)
BBC

PRO

6.35 mm - 63.5 mm

Mowing Speed

0-10 km/h

0-11 km/h

0-10 km/h

0-11 km/h

Transmission

3WD

Series/Parallel 3WD

Series/Parallel 3WD

4WD

45

Reelmaster® 3555-D & 3575-D

20% LIGHTER THAN A TRADITIONAL REEL MOWER

Productivity, efficiency, simplicity and lighter weight, are all packed
into the compact chassis of the Reelmaster 3555-D & 3575-D.
The result is a mower that delivers the performance you expect
from Toro, in a size that is highly maneuverable, and engineered to
decrease turf compaction in sensitive areas.

Reelmaster 7000-D

EXTREME PRODUCTIVITY

The Reelmaster 7000-D is designed for heavy-duty productivity
and performance in the most extreme conditions. Key features
include the Smart Cool® auto-reversing fan and a productive 307
cm width of cut, as well as a powerful diesel engine and hightorque reel motors.
17

LARGE AREA REEL &
FLAIL MOWERS

LARGE AREA REEL & FLAIL MOWERS FEATURES

CT2240 - Compact Triple

COMPACT SIZE

The CT2240 reel mower is ideal for
areas with restricted access and limited
manoeuvrability.
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LT3340 - Heavy Duty Triple

HIGH PERFORMANCE

The LT3340 reel mower can be tailored for
everything from light trimming to mowing
dense, overgrown areas.

T4240 - Heavy Duty 5 Unit Mower

HIGH OUTPUT

The T4240 can compete with tractor-drawn
gang mowers in large open areas, but can
also be used in confined spaces as a threeor five-unit machine. Available with reel
conversion kit.

From heavy-duty municipal mowing
to fine turf, these mowers deliver
the quality and performance you
demand. Choose from a range of
models and an extensive selection
of cutter units and accessories to
fine-tune your equipment for your
individual needs.

MK.3 CUTTING UNIT DELIVERS A FIRST-CLASS FINISH

• More aggressive blade angle and increased points of contact with
the bedknife
• Design promotes more even reel wear and superior impact
resistance
• Available in 200mm and 250mm diameters with 4 to 9 blades (10
blades in 200mm only)
• Suited for everything from fine-turf applications to densely packed,
overgrown municipal grass

L ARGE AREA REEL & FL AIL MOWERS SPECIFICATIONS
CT2240

LT3340

T4240

LT-F3000

Model

30654

30657

02750

30659

Engine

Kubota D1105
19.4 kW (26 hp)

Kubota V1505
26.5 kW (35.5 hp)

Kubota V1505
35.5 kW (47.3 hp)

Kubota V1505
33 kW (44.2 hp)

TM5490
Model

TM7490

02700

02701

Tractor
Requirements

min. 33.6 kW (45 hp)
@ 540 rpm PTO

min. 52.2 kW (70 hp)
@ 540 rpm PTO

Fuel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Height of Cut

12 mm - 80 mm

12 mm - 80 mm

Width of Cut

212cm

212cm

346cm

212cm

Mowing Rate

3.3 Hec/Hr

3.3 Hec/Hr

Height of Cut

12 mm - 80 mm

12 mm - 80 mm

12 mm - 80 mm

20 mm - 75 mm

Mowing Speed

fwd: 0-22 km/h;
rev: 11 km/h

fwd: 0-25 km/h;
rev: 11 km/h

fwd: 0-22.5 km/h;
rev: 11 km/h

fwd: 0-25 km/h;
rev: 11 km/h

Cutting Unit
Reels

Mowing Rate

2.0 Hec/Hr

2.0 Hec/Hr

3.2 Hec/Hr

2.0 Hec/Hr

Traction Drive

4WD

4WD

4WD

4WD

TUV Homologated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cutting Unit

Reels 200mm dia
4,6,8 or 10 blade

Reels 200mm dia, 4,6,8 or 10 blade

200mm or 250mm diameter
4,6,8 or 10 blade

Yes
16 fine cut, Tempest™
flail blades per head

TM5490/7490 - 5 & 7 Unit Reel

HIGH CAPACITY

LARGE AREA MOWERS

HEAVY-DUTY
VERSATILITY

The TM5490/TM7490 models are designed for high-output,
tractor-drawn gang mowing. A high-capacity hydraulic system
provides optimum performance in heavy, wet growth as well as on
finer-quality playing surfaces.

NEW LT-F3000 - Commercial Triple Flail

VERSATILE GAME CHANGER

The LT-F3000 triple flail mower allows you to increase the length
of time between cuts while retaining a premium finish. It’s well
suited for maintaining both long, rough grass and short, fine turf,
so you can tackle a range of applications with one machine.
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SPRAYERS / UTILITY
VEHICLES

SPRAYERS / UTILITY VEHICLES FEATURES

Multi Pro® WM

UTILITY VEHICLE MOUNT

Multi Pro WM sprayers feature a 757
litre application tank that mounts to your
Workman HD utility vehicle. Convert from
hauling to accurate, consistent spraying in
as little as 30 minutes.
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Multi Pro 1750

CONSISTENT APPLICATION

Multi Pro 1750 sprayers are equipped with
a positive displacement diaphragm pump
tied directly to the speed of the vehicle to
maintain a constant application rate at a
range of speeds.

Multi Pro 5800-D

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Multi Pro 5800-D sprayers are designed
for accuracy, aggressive agitation and
faster response times. Attachments and
accessories simplify mixing and spraying
processes, saving labour and chemical
costs.

Crews depend on your equipment to
keep working all day, every day. Toro®
has all the reliable, efficient solutions
you need for a full range of grounds
maintenance tasks. Round out your
fleet with Toro Multi Pro® sprayers
and Workman® utility vehicles — and
maximise your return on investment.
RUGGED MULTI PRO® BOOM DESIGN

A triangular truss frame protects spray nozzles
from direct impact, and the breakaway design
defends against unexpected impact with trees,
benches and other obstacles.

SPR AYERS / UTILIT Y VEHICLES SPECIFICATIONS
MULTI PRO® WM

MULTI PRO® 1750 MULTI PRO® 5800-D

Model

41240

41188

41593

Sprayer Tank

757 Ltr

662 Ltr

1136 Ltr

564cm, 3-section

564cm, 3-section

564cm, 3-section

WORKMAN®
MD

WORKMAN
MDX

WORKMAN
MDX-D

WORKMAN HD
SERIES

WORKMAN
GTX

Model

07266TC

07235TC

07236TC

07384TC, 07385TC,
07386TC, 07387TC, 02790TC

07040

07041

Engine

Yamaha® 357 cc
(12hp)

Briggs & Stratton®
480 cc (14hp)

Kohler® 429 cc

48V brushless AC
induction drive.
Electric

Boom

Kubota® 599 cc (19hp)

32.5, 24,8,28,32.5, 24.8 hp

WORKMAN
GTX-E

Fuel

Petrol

Petrol

Diesel

Diesel or Petrol

Petrol

Total Capacity

567 kg

750 kg

750 kg

1252 kg - 1364 kg

397 kg

633 kg

363 kg with
heavy-duty hitch

545 kg with
heavy-duty hitch

545 kg with
heavy-duty hitch

1587 kg with trailer brake

454kg with
heavy-duty hitch

454kg with
heavy-duty hitch

Towing Capacity

Workman® MD/MDX/MDX-D Series

SMOOTH RIDE

Workman MD/MDX/MDX-D utility vehicles
enhance productivity and operator comfort
with Superior Ride Quality (SRQ™) and
the highest total carrying capacity in their
class.

Workman HD/HDX/HDX-D Series

ADDED CAPACITY

Workman HD/HDX/HDX-D utility vehicles
combine strength and durability with
outstanding payload and towing capacity
for your most demanding jobs. Many
attachments are available for added
versatility.

SPRAYERS / UTILITY VEHICLES

TOOLS FOR
EVERY TASK

Workman GTX-D Series

OVER 300 CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

The Workman GTX is a grounds and turf
crossover vehicle that offers increased
power, improved steering and exclusive
suspension and braking systems. With
multiple seating, bed and attachment
options, it’s the most versatile, practical
and comfortable utility vehicle in its class.
Available in petrol or electric.
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TURF APPLICATION &
DEBRIS EQUIPMENT

TURF APPLICATION EQUIPMENT FEATURES

ProPass 200

VERSATILITY AND PRECISION

ProPass 200 Series broadcast-style
topdressers provide versatility and precise
application, from light dustings to heavy
aeration hole filling. The four-wheel walkingbeam suspension ensures a light footprint
on sensitive turf. Trailer and utility vehiclemounted versions are available.
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MH-400

LARGE-CAPACITY MATERIAL
HANDLING

MH-400 material handlers tackle a wide
variety of tasks, including applying mulch,
backfilling and much more. Install the twin
spinner accessory for topdressing and
spreading everything from crumb rubber to
fertilizer. A rear hitch receiver also allows
towing other implements in tandem.

Topdresser 2500

CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE FOR
TOUGH JOBS

The Topdresser 2500 offers maximum
performance and power, with a capacity of
700 litres and a 13 km/h topdressing speed
for the toughest topdressing jobs. All-wheel
drive ensures a consistent application rate
on uneven terrain.

CONTROL FROM THE OPERATOR’S SEAT

The Pro Force® debris blower comes with a
wireless remote control that lets you start and
stop the engine, adjust the engine throttle up and down,
and rotate the nozzle 360 degrees – all from the seat of
a utility vehicle.

Topdressing and material application are an
integral part of any maintenance program.
Toro® has the heavy-duty equipment you
need for precise control and accurate
application every time, from light topdressing
to ultra-heavy material handling. And when
you need to clear leaves, grass clippings or
other organic debris, we also have solutions
to help crews clean large areas faster than
traditional methods —saving time and labour
costs.

WIRELESS REMOTE OPERATION

The wireless controller (available for the ProPass™
200 and the MH400) allows real-time adjustments.
Make quick setting changes and store settings for
future use. Base models feature a wired controller.

TURF APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS

Model

PROPASS 200

MH-400

44701/44751

44931/44954

540 Ltr (Struck);
710 Ltr (Heaped)

3060 Ltr

Controls

Standard or
Electronic Wireless

Standard or
Electronic Wireless

Payload

905 kg

5353 kg

Hopper Capacity

TOPDRESSER 2500
Model

44507

Drive

Ground driven, self
contained hydraulics

Hopper Capacity

TURF APPLICATION

CONSISTENTLY
PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS

698 Ltr

Topdressing Width

152cm

Topdressing Speed

13 km/h

DEBRIS EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
PRO SWEEP®
Model

07068

Power Supply

18.6 kW (25 hp) tractor or
utility vehicle,* tow required

PRO FORCE™
Model
Power Supply

Sweep Width

132cm

Airflow

Hopper Capacity

762 litre

Fan Diameter

44552
18.3 kW (24.6 hp) engine,
tow req.
—
36cm

DEBRIS EQUIPMENT FEATURES

Pro Sweep®

FAST DEBRIS COLLECTION

The Pro Sweep® debris sweeper lets you adjust the roller
height for the turf conditions. The exclusive floating brush
housing rotates from side to side and front to back to
collect cores on uneven terrain. Plus, the wireless remote
lets you control sweeping and dumping functions with the
touch of a button.

Pro Force®

MAXIMUM AIR FLOW

The Pro Force turbine debris blower provides greater air
volume flow to move debris further and finish faster. It’s
ideal for blowing leaves, grass clippings, cores and other
organic debris off turf and hard surfaces alike. This selfcontained blower can be towed behind or mounted to the
bed of a utility vehicle.
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TURF CULTIVATION
EQUIPMENT

TURF CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT FEATURES

ProCore® Processor

SWEEP AND PROCESS CORES

The ProCore Processor sweeps, processes and disperses
aeration cores in one operation to return the turf to playing
condition in less time, with less stress to the turf. The exclusive
OnePass hitch also allows you to attach this unit to your threepoint aerator to aerate and process cores in one pass.
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ProCore SR Series Deep-Tine Aerators

DEEP-TINE AERATION

ProCore SR Series deep-tine aerators feature a hydraulic depth
adjustment that allows the operator to change tine depths from
the seat of the tractor, increasing productivity. These models are
powerful enough to use on the most compacted soil, yet have a
light footprint on turf.

Healthy turf depends on managing
compaction and ensuring the proper
amount of air, water and nutrients can
reach the roots. From aerators to core
processors to topdressing equipment,
Toro® has everything you need for a
comprehensive cultivation program to
ensure the health and vigour of your
turf.

SMOOTH OPERATION

The precision-balanced ProCore®
coring head eliminates hopping,
rocking and unnecessary vibration
for some of the smoothest operating
aerators on the market. (ProCore
648, 864 and 1298)

TURF CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
PROCORE
PROCESSOR

PC 648

PC 864

PC 1298

09749

09200

09715

09716

Power Supply

31hp

17.2 kW (23 hp) engine

22.4 kW (30 hp) tractor

33.6 kW (45 hp) tractor

Working Speed

0-8km/h

1.2 - 2.4 km/h

0 - 4.2 km/h

0 - 4.2 km/h

Aerating Width

178cm

122cm

163cm

249cm

Aerating Depth

—

Up to 102 mm

Up to 127 mm

Up to 127 mm

Model

PC SR54/
PC SR54-S

PC SR70/
PC SR70-S

09931/09932

09933/09934

09935

Power Supply

13.4 kW (18 hp) tractor

26.1 kW (35 hp) tractor

33.6 kW (45 hp) tractor

Working Speed

1.2 - 2.4 km/h

2.4 - 4.0 km/h

1.3 - 2.4 km/h

Aerating Width

122cm

185cm

183cm

Aerating Depth

Up to 254 mm

Up to 254 mm

Up to 406 mm

Model

ProCore® 648 Aerator

EFFICIENT WALKING AERATOR

The ProCore 648 walking aerator is designed with the wheels in
front of the aeration head so you can make pass after pass without
running over cores or freshly aerated turf. This prevents turf
damage and makes clean-up easier. Quick turnarounds and a fast
transport speed also enhance productivity.

TURF CULTIVATION

HEALTHY TURF
STARTS HERE

PC SR72

ProCore 864/1298 Aerators

PRODUCTIVE AERATION WIDTH

ProCore 864 and 1298 large-area aerators maximise productivity
with smooth operation and large aeration widths. Independent
articulating coring heads on the 1298 provide superior ground
following and consistent hole depth.
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PARTS & SERVICE
SOLUTIONS

UNMATCHED SUPPOR
5 REASONS
TO INSIST ON TORO® GENUINE PARTS AND SERVICE
1. UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SUPPORT.
Toro has an extensive network of factory-trained, professional
channel partners with the skills and training to keep your
equipment performing at its best.

2. EXCELLENT AVAILABILITY. Toro’s parts network offers

access to an extensive inventory with industry-leading 98% parts
fill rates.

3. FAST DELIVERY. Our local distributors make every effort

to expedite parts orders so you can get your equipment back in
service as soon as possible.
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4. COMPETITIVE PRICING. Toro parts give you the superior
quality and dependability the brand is known for at prices
comparable to will-fit providers.

5. PEACE OF MIND. Toro replacement parts are designed to the
exact engineering specifications of our equipment for maximum
performance with less downtime.

RT AND AVAILABILITY
FIND THESE AND OTHER RESOURCES
AT TORO.COM:
• Answers to frequently asked questions
• Dealer locator
• Parts lookup
• Product registration
• Downloadable owner’s manuals
• Interactive product manuals
• Safety information
• Special financing offers
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WHEN WE SAY COUNT ON IT, WE MEAN IT
Every product that carries the Toro® brand is backed by over 100 years of history, innovation
and timeless dependability. We never stop investing in research and development to give our
customers the latest features. That’s why Toro is one of the best-known, most trusted brands
in the business. We also stand behind our products with a global network of knowledgeable
dealers for parts and service support. Real People. Real Support.
Smart Features. Proven Dependability.

toro.com
Worldwide Headquarters
The Toro Company
8111 Lyndale Ave. So.
Bloomington, MN 55420 U.S.A.
Phone: (1) 952 888 8801
Fax: (1) 952 887 8258
©2018 The Toro Company.
All Rights Reserved.
200-8206 GB
Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered
for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to
improve our products and make changes in specifications, design and standard equipment without
notice and without incurring obligation. See your distributor for details on all our warranties.
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facebook.com/ToroCompany
twitter.com/TheToroCompany
youtube.com/ToroCompanyEurope

